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President Hopkins
announces retirement

Kristin Baughman
News Editor
Baughman.25@wright.edu

As President Hopkins prepares to embark on his final year
of his presidency at
WSU, it is clear there is
nothing but excitement
to cherish his time at
Wright State University.
With 42 years of experience in higher education, with ten years
as president of Wright
State University, Hopkins is ready to be more
actively engaged within the student body.
“I’ve done this for 42
years, so it is strange
feeling, because I remember when I started as a professor. The
reason I did this is for
the students, so this is
going to be the year of
the student,” Hopkins
said.
It is apparent that
Hopkins has followed
through with his original goals for the university: to move this
school into the twenty-first century and
to make this school
unique to other public
universities.
At the beginning of
his presidency, Hopkins knew the importance of having a school
that served the true
needs of the students,

Photo Credit: Josh Cunningham
as well as for this to be
tailored to the changing workforce students
are entering into.
Most importantly,
Hopkins has worked to
establish a welcoming
and diverse campus,
where everyone can
succeed.
Plans for his last
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year as president include finishing the
“Rise. Shine” campaign,
as well as handling the
budget challenge.
“I am confident we
will handle that very
nicely,” Hopkins said.
“My farewell year
will be about finding
every opportunity I

can to interact with the
students. I love that. I
do it as much as I can,
but with fundraising
campaigns, I am on the
road a lot,” Hopkins
said.
Although President
Hopkins is retiring
from the presidency,

(See Hopkins on pg 2)
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WSU withdraws
from the debate
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

President
David
Hopkins
announced
on July 19 that Wright
State University will
not host the presidential debate on Sept. 26.
Due to escalating
costs and security concerns, Hopkins decided to withdraw from
hosting the debate,
which will move to an
alternate site at Hofstra University in Long
Island, New York.
In research for the
debate, WSU found
that the average cost
for universities hosting
the debate was around
three to five million
dollars, which Hopkins
was confident could be
generated by fundraising. However, as the
circumstances around
the debate began to
change, costs quickly
rose.
“Once we won the
bid, the 2016 debates
were expected to cost
five to eight million.
Now the security costs
are spiraling out of
control,” Hopkins said.
“It was going to go
above eight million.”
According to Hopkins, WSU spent approximately $2.5 million on the debate, a
portion of which will
not be restored. Donors
who have given money

to WSU for the purpose
of the debate have allowed WSU to keep
the money to apply to
various debate-related activities for the
students. Additionally, classes structured
around the debate will
carry on despite the
change in location.
The tense political
environment and public access to campus
caused enough concern to demand more
intense security.
“There are trucks
running down people
in Nice, France,” Hopkins said. “There are
some weird things happening, and we’re in the
middle of that weirdness right now. It just
didn’t feel right. The
escalating cost, that we
don’t have resources
to cover, and the concern about whether
or not we could really
make this campus safe.
Look at the Republican
National Convention
in Cleveland. It is an
armed fortress outside
of the arena. That is
not what we want here.
I am not turning our
public learning institution into a fortress.”
Due to the growing
controversy
around
the debate, this made

(See Debate on pg 2)

How to be the very best: The
WSU Pokémon Go guide
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

Over the summer you caught Pokémon at
home. Now that school is in session, what does
Pokémon Go look like on campus?

Gyms

There are six gyms both on and off campus
that are all within a short drive away. Probably
the most hotly contested gym would be the Medical Sciences Amphitheater on campus. If you live
on campus, the water tower next to Forest Lane
apartments is also a gym as well. If you have
classes in the Nutter Center, the Nutter Center
sign and the Setzer Pavilion are both gyms. If you
like going off the beaten path, you can check out
the Rockafield Cemetery. Turn into the little off
shoot of the road that connects University Boulevard to Kauffman and park. Walk toward the back
of the cemetery and you will find a gym. Lastly, if
you want to enjoy a meal while slaughtering team
Valor, you can go to the Frisch’s across the street.

are three pokéstops next to each other. Diggs Laboratory is another good place to kill time, as you
can reach two pokéstops while chilling inside the
lounge area with the air-conditioning.

Pokémon

Most of the Pokémon seen on campus are your
common Pidgeys, Weedles and Caterpies. You
can find the occasional Eevee and Drowzee every
once in a while. However, one of the best places
to grab Pokémon would be outside of Millett Hall
where rarer beasts tend to pop up more frequently.

Pokéstops

If you walk around campus you can hit approximately 15 pokéstops. One of the best places to
kill time would be around the quad, where there

New head coaches arrive at Wright State
Blake Sutherland
&
Cameron Summers

Scott Nagy heads an
up-and-coming class
of new faces of head
coaches at Wright State
this year. Nagy is one
of five hires the athletic department made to
fill head coaching positions since early April.
Nagy made the
move
to
become
Wright State’s men’s
basketball coach after
Billy Donlon’s dismissal during the 2016
spring semester.

Nagy brings 21
years of head coaching
experience from South
Dakota State University
and left after one of the
school’s best seasons
as a D1 school. Nagy
found the decision to
leave difficult to make.
“I think after you’ve
been somewhere that
long i’s not an easy
move, and still I’ve
been here four and a
half months, and still
feel a little bit like a fish
out of water. It’s not an
easy move.”
Despite the tough

adjustment for Nagy
to leave his job after
over two decades of
being at SDSU and being over nearly 1,000
miles from his former
home, Wright State’s
administrative director
Bob Grant, the Setzer
Pavilion/Mills Morgan
Center and the opportunity to be in a prime
recruiting area were
deciding factors for his
switch to Wright State.
Nagy isn’t letting the
adjustments of a new
job or even new players get in the way of his

goals for the team this
upcoming year. Nagy
has high expectations
for the team.
The coaching veteran brings an up-tempo
style to the Raider basketball program that
changes the pace from
Donlon’s previous system.
“Offensively, we’ll
be more fast paced and
a little freer. We’ll offensive rebound more
and some of the things
I’ve seen and talked to
players about is I think
they were defensive

minded and I think Billy did a good job of recruiting good athletes
and tough kids. I love
their toughness. But
we need to score a little
bit more.”
On the women’s
side of the court, Katrina
Merriweather
will make her head
coaching debut for the
Raiders this upcoming
basketball season. After holding assistant
coaching positions at
Purdue, UIC, Cincinnati
and Wright State, Merriweather is fulfilling a

dream.
“I think that when
you have known since
you were 19 that you
wanted to be a D1 head
coach, I was very excited to have the opportunity to be the head
coach here which is the
place that gave me my
start back into coaching again.”
Merriweather has
big shoes to fill as the
women’s
basketball
coach at Wright State.
Continue reading
story on page 8
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Sports
•
•

Women's Soccer Sunday Sept. 4th at
6:00pm
Men's Soccer Monday Sept. 5th at
7:00pm

Hopkins story cont’d... Debate story cont’d...
he is not retiring from
Wright State University.
After taking a few
months to reflect and
take some much needed time off, Hopkins
hopes to return to
teaching or working in
educational leadership.
The Student Success Center is what
Hopkins declares his
proudest accomplishment during his time
as president. While it
has become a vital resource for students, it
also serves as a symbol
of the university’s commitment to having students succeed.
“I know this is just a
building; but to me it is
not just a building, it is
what it represents. This
is a ‘one-stop shop’
for students,” Hopkins
said.
To President Hopkins, the Student Success Center serves as a

WSU unable to absorb
the growing costs.
“We do not have
that flexibility right
now because we have
gone into our reserves
to try and balance the
budget,” Hopkins said.
“Ohio is one of the most
undereducated states
in the United States,
and we support higher
education at one of the
lowest in the Midwest
and one of the lowest
in the country.”
Hopkins expressed
his disappointment in
making the decision,
due to the benefits it
would have given to
both the students and
the university.
“What hurts me is
that it would have been
a great experience for

symbol to students to
“meet students where
they are academically,
financially and experientially.”
Hopkins
prides
himself on knowing
that WSU is a place
that genuinely wants
students to succeed,
despite their various
backgrounds.
Hopkins has high
hopes for the next
president of Wright
State University.
The advice Hopkins
gives for the next president is: “There are so
many wonderful people here that you can
count on,” Hopkins
said.
“I hope they will
continue to empower
the good people here to
do what they do best,
which is to touch people’s lives.”

Photo

Tweets of
the Week

of the Week

Semester Nutter Center Events
Thursday, September 15 through Friday, September 16
Air Force Marathon Sports and Fitness
•
Expo
This two day, free expo will feature over a
hundred exhibitors showcasing sports, fitness and nutrition.This event is open to the
public.
Saturday, October 8
•
Theresa Caputo Live at 7:30 p.m.
From the TLC show the “Long Island Medium”, experience live Theresa Caputo give
audience readings and connect with deceased loved ones. Tickets start at $39.75
and can be purchased through Ticketmaster
Thursday, October 20 through Sunday, October 23
•
Disney on Ice presents “Dare to Dream”
It is the heroic stories of four Disney princesses; Rapunzel, Snow White, Cinderella
and Tiana, told by Mickey and Minnie all
on ice. Tickets start at $15.00 and can be
purchased through Ticketmaster.

•
The Original Harlem Globetrotters at 2:00
p.m.
World famous basketball stars, The Harlem Globetrotters will be playing at Nutter
Center. You can purchase bench tickets for
$352.50 or you can get a Magic Pass to go
out and play on the court with the Globetrotters for $22 each. Tickets to the Globetrotters’ show start at $28.50 and can be
purchased through Ticketmaster.

Classifieds
Figlio Wood Fired Pizza is hiring for
Fall 2016 ! We are in need of bright
and energetic people to work as Hosts,
Servers and Cooks in our Town and
Country Location, minutes away from
Campus in Kettering.We offer a flexible
schedule, part-time employment and
an upbeat, fun atmosphere to work! No
experience necessary! Closed on Sundays! Apply in person at 424 E. Stroop
Road in Town and Country Shopping
Center.
Are you pregnant? Join the Decision-Making During Pregnancy and
Childbirth study! Participants must be less
than 12 weeks pregnant and 25 to 35 years
old. Each participant will complete 4 study
visits and receive a $50 gift card. If interested, contact 937-750-9972 or ritchie-ewing.1@osu.edu
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Kennedyyy

I wonder how many people
it takes to complain about
the parking at Wright State
for something to be done
about it...

T Cred

If Wright State could invest
in a Raising Canes, that
would be fantastic.

Evan Lucas

Your photo could be shown here! Just
include #WSUGUARDIAN to enter and
your Instagram of WSU could be chosen
for our next issue.

Lol I’m gonna be so late,
was not expecting Wright
State to be THIS packed

Gabby Baldridge

i think the most important
thing Ive learned at Wright
State is how to parallel park

Student spotlight: UAB
president Michayla Fuller
Adam Ramsey,
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

Saturday, December 31

our students. I wanted everyone to understand the importance
of civic engagement,
what it means to be
active in a democracy.
I wanted the region to
be shown off, I wanted
to show off WSU. This
environment
didn’t
lend itself to accomplishing that. Financially or safety wise.”
Despite the disappointment of not being
able to host the debate,
15 students have been
chosen from the original pool of volunteers
to represent WSU at
the debate at Hofstra
University.

Current University
Activities Board (UAB)
president,
Michayla Fuller, got involved
with the organization
right out of the gates in
her freshman year.
“I started as a general member my freshman year at WSU. I
found the organization
on Orgsync,” Fuller
said. “I went to one of
the meetings and I fell
in love. It had me coming back ever since.”
UAB arranges student events in a variety
of ranges, from small,
one-off activities to
large, annual shindigs,
like Fall Fest or April
Craze. They are also
responsible for bringing acts to the Nutter
Center, even celebrities
as big as Kevin Hart. To
Fuller, the main purpose of UAB is to make
college as memorable
as possible.
“We do a wide variety of things and our
main goal is to create
the Wright State college experience,” Fuller
said. “We want to help

www.theguardianonline.com

people create memories, have fun, get to
know each other and
to help implement
that balance between
studying and having
fun with your friends.”
After making some
organizational changes
last year, UAB wants to
highlight itself and get
acquainted with students, like commuters,
that are not familiar
with it yet.
“Last year was a
good grounding with
getting our structuring
and everything down,
because we made a
new general membership structure, we rebranded, so it was all
kind of new to us, but
now I think we have
a better idea of what
works better for us
and the students,” Fuller said. “I also want to
reach out to commuters and people that
haven’t heard of UAB
before and let them
know that we’re here
and planning for them
so that they can come
out and enjoy these
events.”
@wsuguardian

Fuller believes that
WSU is special because
of the ease in which
students can take on
leadership positions
that will develop their
resume.
“It has a great vibe
where there is a lot of
notoriety, but there is
also a lot of opportunity to get involved with
academic
programs,
student programs and Photo by Peter Emmett
there are a lot of leadership opportunities er said. “Find one thing
to where you can re- that you are super pasally make your college sionate about. Find
experience your own,” something that you reFuller said. “I don’t ally love and that will
necessarily think you help you meet people
could get that at a larg- that will help make
er campus, because your college years
you might just fall be- amazing. It doesn’t
hind all the masses of even have to be related
people. But at WSU you to your studies. I think
get individual atten- that it will really develop you as a well-roundtion.”
To aid in their ac- ed student.”
The next event hostcess to these positions
ed
by UAB is Fall Fest
and to provide an overon
Sept. 2. Students
all better college experience, Fuller recom- interested in finding
mends students find a more information on
way to get connected UAB can visit their
website, www.wsuab.
to campus life.
“You’re going to com, as well as their
hear it a million times, social media pages.
but get involved,” Full-

facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Welcome Week
Activities

Kasi Ferguson
Features Writer
ferguson.137@wright.edu

Rendering by Ray Zupp

New local brewpub in the works
Including new coffee shop from creator of Ghostlight
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

The Wandering Griffin, a brewpub moving
into the old Quaker
Steak & Lube building
on Colonel Glenn Highway, is expected to be
finished with renovations in early October.
The Wandering Griffin will serve craft beer,
specialty coffee from
its Wanderlust Coffee
Bar and an Americana
themed menu with
unique dishes from
across the U.S.
One of the minds
behind the bar is Fifth
Street Brewpub founding member, Brian
Young, who was inspired to open another venue after getting
multiple requests to
build another one.
“People kept offering to give me a building to put a brewpub
in there,” Young said.
“This happened twice.
I know there is a need
for people wanting
brewpubs in the area.
Even if it is just for the
community to say, ‘this
is ours.’”
Circumstances kept

Young from taking
these offers, but seeing the Quaker Steak &
Lube building for lease
got his imagination going.
The name ‘The Wandering Griffin’ stems
from co-owner Tony
Griffin’s name and
Young’s love of travel, but travel extends
past the name as well,
working into the very
theme of the bar.
Walk into the building and you will find
a compass rose made
from the pieces of the
reclaimed wood that
they used for decoration throughout the
dining areas. A plane
will be suspended from
the ceiling in front of
the entrance as a nod
to Dayton’s own Wright
Brothers.
The reclaimed wood
coupled with the old
fashioned style of the
decor will make The
Wandering Griffin resemble a relic from the
past, with the theme
extending outside to
one of the restaurant’s
two stage areas.
“We’d like to have
speaking events, so

there’s a stage with a
podium so a person can
talk,” Young said. “For
the stage outside, there
aren’t a lot of places
where you could have
a decent sized band
that has a decent sized
crowd area as well. We
want to change that.”
The
Wanderlust
Coffee Bar will be set
up by Ghostlight owner
Shane Anderson, and
will offer similar products to Ghostlight.
“It’s a much more

students lose steam in
the spring semester
after fall wears them
down, but remember
to get lots of sleep and
keep up the effort in
class.
5. Focusing too
much on studying and
not on social life - People need to take a night
off and enjoy themselves to truly be balanced and healthy - but
vice versa, don’t shirk
studies to go hang out
with friends.
6. Trying to be the
professor’s friend There’s a difference
between being friendly and being a friend.
Professors are paid to
teach you and are contractually obligated not
to be partial, so don’t
send them a friend request on Facebook.
7. Going to school
on the first day without
knowing where classes
are - Go ahead of time
and find the proper
classrooms. Being late
doesn’t tend to make
a good impression on
the professor.

8. Not trying in general education courses - Liked or disliked,
these classes affect students’ records like any
other course, so don’t
shirk these and only focus on major-relevant
classes.
9. Forgetting to budget - Budgeting money
is pretty intimidating,
but going out to eat or
getting a coffee every
day gets expensive, so
keep track of where
cash is going.
10. Eating lots of
junk food (because
there’s no parent supervision) - The concept of “freshman fifteen” is pretty harsh,
but still be careful not
to binge out unhealthily. Bad diets affect mental and physical performance on the daily.
11. Being afraid to
ask for help in class Though intimidating,
it’s still advisable to
raise a hand or ask a
neighbor if the lesson
isn’t making sense, so
as not to fall behind.

“We want to
make something for the
community,”
Young said.

compact setting, so we
might not have as full
of a menu as we would
have at Ghostlight, just
because of the space
restrictions. There will
be many of the same
products and coffees,
but some different as
well. We’ll be using the
same roaster, which is
Deeper Roots Coffee
out of Cincinnati. We’ll
have a full espresso

bar, we’ll have some
pour overs available.
We’ll have quality coffees, Rishi teas, we’ll
have cold brew on tap.”
According to Young,
a lot of his plans for
The Wandering Griffin
involve filling in what
the community needs,
based on complaints
he has heard about the
WSU surrounding area.
“We want to make
something for the community,” Young said.
“It’s always about service to the community.
We’re doing something
here because hopefully the community will
want it. I kept on hearing that there weren’t
many
independent
restaurants
around
here, that everything
was a chain. Everything
is a national chain, but
we want to have something unique to Dayton
with good food.”

The first week of
school is always a hectic time, filled with
tired students, lengthy
course syllabi and
freshman lost in the
tunnels on their way to
class.
Welcome Week at
Wright State, though,
is one of the ways that
groups on campus give
students a chance to
kick off the year positively, with both traditional and new events.
Welcome Week officially runs from August 25, when students
started moving into the
dorms, to September
11th in locations all
across campus.
“The
impact
is
freshman get a feel for
the campus and see
what there is to offer,”
said Ariel Kramer, director of marketing
for the UAB. “They get
involved and feel more
comfortable the first
week.”
It began with Do
the U, where students
came to the Student
Union to meet various
groups and organizations from the school,
but the day was far
from over. Events lasted till later into the
night and also included
an International Block
Party, LGBTQA Ice
Cream Social, a bonfire
with s’mores and the
Wal-Mart Bash.
The following day
kicked off with the
Wright State Games,
where students got
involved in numerous
sports and games, and
later, an Ultimate Fris-

bee open scrimmage.
Though the UAB comedy show was regrettably cancelled, students
later reconvened for
Boogie on the Bricks,
a dance for students in
the quad.
“I went to the party
in the woods, as well
as this [Boogie on the
Bricks], and it’s been
really fun so far. I can’t
even keep track of everything that’s happening, but I want to go to
all of it,” said freshman
Alison Malik on her
experience with Welcome Week so far.
The first weekend
was a definitely exciting start, and the hype
continued
throughout the next few days,
with outdoor activities,
movies, parties and far
more.
On Friday, September 2, will occur the
tradition of Fall Fest,
an annual event from
the University Activities Board full of entertainment, food and
activities, as well as a
place to find out information about all the organizations on campus
and the areas and businesses surrounding the
school.
For any student unsure about how to start
their year at Wright
State, or for those just
looking for some fun
activities to participate
in amidst the first week
of classes, Welcome
Week is a great opportunity. More details on
specific events, past
or upcoming, can be
found on The Office of
Student Activities section of the school website.

Did you attend Welcome
Week activities? Tag us in
your photos with the hashtag
#wsuguardian

Top 15 mistakes freshmen make
Kasi Ferguson
Features Writer
ferguson.137@wright.edu

It’s easy to make
these rookie mistakes
when you enter into
college. Everything is
so new, after all. Take
our advice—there are
15 things you don’t
want to do during your
first year at the university!
1. Thinking one’s
major needs to be decided A.S.A.P. - Just take
the general education
classes first and think
about it for a while.
Everybody has time to
figure out what they
want to do.
2. Prioritizing relationships over schoolwork - The girl from
that literature course
is far less important
than passing the actual
course.
3. Not taking notes
- “I don’t need to take
notes, I’ll remember
it!” Everyone’s been
there, and everyone’s
been wrong.
4. Spring semester
slowdown - Plenty of

facebook.com/theguardianonline

@wsuguardian

12. Not staying organized - This seems
like a basic tip, but it
will be far more beneficial to keep folders
and schedule planners
than to get confused
because every paper is
simply crammed into
the bottom of a backpack.
13. Not utilizing
university resources -

Laptop rentals, free Microsoft programs and
tutoring services are a
few of the resources offered on campus - definitely take advantage
of them.
14. Waiting to email
professors, advisors,
etc. until the last minute - Faculty are busy
and can’t always be
available, so waiting as

www.theguardianonline.com

long as possible to contact faculty will have
disappointing results.
15. Messing with
the campus geese There are a few unspoken rules on campus,
and one of them is for
personal safety: Don’t
instigate the geese on
campus. They’re fighters.

August 31, 2016
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Dayton’s Not
Dead: The Great
Escape Game
Kelsey Powell
Contributing Writer
Powell.210@wright.edu

One local business
that is keeping people connected is The
Great Escape Game in
Beavercreek, Ohio. The
Great Escape Game is a
live action escape room
game built for a group
of eight players of all
ages.
Daniel Huiet, a
Wright State graduate
in marketing and the
owner of The Great
Escape Game, opened
this business about
four months ago with
his business partner
Mike Keggan.
They were looking
for something fun to
do in Beavercreek and
heard about the concept of an escape room
game. The concept was
thought up in January
and became reality
about five months later.
“The Great Escape
Game offers something
fun to do that is family friendly,” Huiet said.
“It’s good for corporate
team building, datenight, bachelor/bachelorette parties virtually
any event you were going to do.”
Right now there are
three rooms and one in

progress that they are
hoping to have open
by October 1 and all of
these rooms have varying difficulties.
The rooms include
The Vault, which is
bank robbery themed,
The Outbreak which
is where you have to
find the cure to an infection in a lab, The
Tomb where you are
tomb raiders and then
coming soon is Area
D where you are contracting officers at a
top secret nuclear facility (Wright Patterson
Air Force Base).
With The Vault being the easiest with a
25 to 30 percent escape rate, the next difficulty with an escape
rate of 15 percent and
the hardest which is
The Tomb with a 20
percent escape rate.
“Once players are
here they are going to
go over a quick set of
rules before they go
into a game, and then
we are going to bring
you into the room and
they are going to play a
30 second video,” Huiet
said. “That 30 second
video gives you your
scenario of what to expect in the room, why

you are in the room
and your goal on escaping the room.”
Huiet went more in
depth explaining how
this game really works.
“Once the video
ends the timer begins
and there’s no hints or
clues of how to start
you just have to figure
it out. That’s usually
when your heart starts
racing and a little bit of
panic kicks in which is
normal and very exciting.”
“You
and
your
teammates will scour
through the room and
try to figure out the
puzzles and clues to
get the ultimate goal,
whether it’s getting the
antidote in our virus
outbreak or getting all
the loot in our bank
robbery room, or even
shutting off the nuclear
bomb in our military
room and you have one
hour to do it. These
games are made to be
very challenging and
very difficult.”
For more information or to sign up for
a room visit greatescapegamedayton.com.
To get $2 off your ticket, use code DND.

Student spotlight: A
day in the life of an RA
Kasi Ferguson
Features Writer
ferguson.137@wright.edu

Residential assistants (RAs) have the
potential to either
make or break a student’s experience of
dorm life at college - after all, it can be tough
to be responsible for
students who may
only be a couple years
younger than the RA
themself.
Natalya
Foster,
nursing major and RA
of Laurel Hall, gave her
testimony on the position as a whole and
the day-to-day requirements of the position.
“The goal is to enforce campus policy,
be a resource to students and provide a
sense of community on
campus,” Foster said. “I
personally watch over
a floor of freshman in
Laurel right now.”
It sounds like an
important position in
itself, so it may sound
intimidating when considering that Foster
has to balance her own
student schedule and

life with the duties that
come with the job, including being responsible for numerous students.
“I always keep a
planner,” said Foster of
how she keeps track of
everything. “It’s a lot of
time management for
sure. We [residential
assistants] definitely
have to stay organized
no matter what.”
Foster also ran
through a brief schedule of her daily activities regarding the
position,
remarking
that the average day
wouldn’t be too busy to
handle, but that campus events tend to require more energy.
“I wake up pretty
early and mark on the
floor bulletin board
whether I’m in my
room, or if not, where
I’ve gone. At seven in
the evening, I walk
the halls to make sure
whoever’s in their
room isn’t being too
rowdy, and then at
ten-thirty, I do it again
so that everyone’s quiet. I keep an eye out

to make sure I don’t
catch hints of anything
against campus policy
or illegal, like alcohol.”
It takes a strong and
positive personality to
care for the students
under an RA’s watch,
and the position seems
to have been an overall
positive experience for
Foster thus far.
“I’ve learned a lot
about leadership and
communication.
Being an RA also teaches
a lot about diversity,
you know, with such a
diverse and awesome
crowd coming here [to
Wright State].”
Though RAs in movies might be shown
as everything from
overbearing,
guardlike characters to kids
who turn a blind eye to
avoid paperwork, Natalya Foster shows that
it’s really just a job for
students like everyone
else - albeit those who
are willing to be a positive example for the
students under their
watch - and another
way of being involved
on campus.

We Asked...
You Answered...

“What are you most worried about this
semester?”
Noah Fine
“I’m afraid of getting lost
a lot and having to ask
for directions.”

Alyssa Hill
“Just the change its
self. It’s a big feet to
take on. I’ve been home
schooled since second
grade.”

Ciana Tingle
“Not staying focused and studying
for tests.”

Clayton Hammond
“Not fitting in anywhere. Like not finding a group of people
that like me for who I
am.”
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Welcome Week

Photos by Josh Cunningham

Fall Organization Registration is here! Want to start a new club?
Look on OrgSync or swing by 019 SU, Student Activities, to pick up info or
talk to Debbie Lamp email debra.lamp@wright.edu with questions!
We look forward to serving you!
Spring Org Registration is sch eduled for January & March. Hot cards are available now!
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Wright Life
The nitty 7 Dorm Room Organization Tips

gritty:
paying off
student
loans

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@Wright.edu

The cycle of a student’s life is pretty depressing: take out loans to pay for school so you
can get a job to pay back your loans. It’s enough to
make anybody cringe, but in 2016, that’s just life.
Once you’ve accepted your fate, make sure you
know how to pay those loans back! Many students enter into a student loan agreement without knowing how to pay back their loans, leaving
them scrambling for cash. Needless to say, it can
get pretty stressful.
For starters, your loan servicer will handle all
your billing after your six-month grace period.
But what if you can’t pay those bills?
You can change your payment plan. According to Federal Student Aid, you can lower
your monthly payments to make the burden a
little lighter. However, the lower your monthly
payments, the longer you’ll spend writing checks
to pay back the loans. Also remember that the
longer you pay off your loans, the more interest
will accrue. Financial experts recommend paying
off your loans as soon as possible because you’ll
spend less money in the long run paying off the
interest.
Another option is to find loan forgiveness
or cancellation programs. Students with expertise in education, medicine, military and law (to
name a few) have many opportunities to hire
themselves out to companies that will in turn
help pay off student loans, while simultaneously
paying students’ salaries. If this appeals to you,
research the opportunities thoroughly, and make
sure your loans qualify. Loan forgiveness programs often require several years of your time,
so make sure to weigh the pros and cons before
signing on the dotted line.
Clark Howard, a leading financial advisor in Atlanta, recommends students not borrow
more for a 4- year degree than they expect to
earn their first year after receiving that degree.
While that certainly puts things into perspective
for many of us, if your first year salary is much
less than your student loan total, Howard recommends working your way through school or finding a cheaper institution.

Learn the tips and tricks to keep your dorm looking clean and uncluttered
Hannah Baird
Contributing Writer

The time of the year
has finally come that
all incoming freshman
have been dying for:
move in day. Living in
the dorms is an experience that you will
never forget. However,
as exciting as moving
into a new place seems,
the dorm rooms are
smaller than you think.
Here is a list of seven
dorm room essentials
to make your home
away from home a little
more functional.
1. Over the door
hanger.
Whether this holds
your shoes, jewelry, or
food an over the door

hanger is an essential
when it comes to utilizing your dorm room
space.
2. Ottoman.
An ottoman can be
your best friend when
you’re trying to kill two
birds with one stone.
Not only does this give
you extra storage, but
it also gives you extra
seating which is very
limited in a small dorm
room.
3.Storage Drawers.
These will save you.
You think you have
enough storage, but
you can never have
enough.
4. Storage Bins.
These holy grail
items save you when

you want your room to
look like you have your
life together. They can
hold anything and everything making them
a wonderful essential
to have. Using a few of
these throughout your
room will make the
room look neat and organized.
5.
Command
Strips.
Since most dorms
do not let you use
nails or anything on
the walls, command
strips are necessary.
Command strip allows
you to utilize all of the
wall space you’re given
for pictures, jackets, or
towels.
6. Closet Organiz-

try and personally address them.”
Since taking his position at WSU, Chizever
claims to have had an
excellent experience
and feels as much a
part of the Department
of Engineering as any
full-time faculty member.
“In reality, a lot of
adjuncts work full time
off campus80
, so to respond to
how someone else is
experiencing the adjunct system, or their
own experiences, I can’t
speak to that,” Chizever
said. “My experience
has been very different
than what was presented in the previous article and the department
of Electrical Engineering has treated me very
well.”
Chizever does understand the negativity some may experience with the adjunct
system in other disciplines and chalks it up
to the market’s effect
on higher education.
“A lot of it has to

do with market forces. There was a time
in the late 70s where
engineers fell on hard
times.” Chizever said.
“There were guys with
PhDs in New York City
driving taxi cabs. It’s a
pendulum. There may
and probably will come
a day where there will
be a glut of engineers
or the market will go
through a downturn.
WSU is a reflection of
the normal, everyday
free market forces that
surround it.”
In terms of pursuing
passions, Chizever believes some try to force
the system to work for
their purposes, which
will cost them.
“[If you are passionate about teaching,] you will have to
respond to the forces
and culture that you
are currently living in,”
Chizever said. “There
are so few openings,
so I’m told, in the traditional
humanities.
Those openings are
few and far between,
whereas engineering

Adjunct speaks out; offers positive side to adjunct position
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

Universities
have
been criticized by
many for exploiting
their adjunct professors as “cheap labor”
without giving them
health benefits or liveable wages. However,
not all adjuncts are
misused, as expressed
by adjunct professor in
Electrical Engineering
at WSU, Hirsch Chizever.
Chizever’s motives
for teaching were to
sow into the lives of
younger engineers to
help improve their future and the future of
the industry.
“I have a full time engineering position outside of teaching at the
university with over
30 years of experience
in my field,” Chizever
said. “I entered the adjunct community here
at WSU simply because
I wanted to give back. If
you’re in one industry
for long enough, you
feel compelled as you
see problems arising to

WSU Parking Tips
1.
Plan accordingly. Be prepared for
the fact that parking
will be much worse
during the beginning
of the semester. Give
yourself plenty of time
to park and get to class
on time.
2.
Certain parking lots fill up faster
than others; the library
parking lot is usually
the most popular.
3.
When a parking lot is full, there is
only one thing you can
do: circle the lot until you find someone
walking to their car.
4.
There are times
6
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ers.
Whether it be some
shoe holder or the
hanging fabric shelving units, something is
definitely needed to organize your very small
closet.
7. Organize Your
Desk Space.
A cute mug for pencils and pens will keep
the top of your desk
from looking like a
disorganized disaster.
There are also small
organizer drawers for
desk drawers that give
you more organization.

when parking lots at
WSU can become aggressive due to the
competition for spots.
Try and stay calm,
you will find a parking
spot.
5.
Keep in mind
that it will be much
easier to find a parking
spot at 7 a.m. than 1
p.m.
6.
Parking violations can be expensive,
it is not worth the risk
of parking in a faculty
spot.
7.
When all else
fails, there is the “Park
and Ride” in Lot 20.
www.theguardianonline.com
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slots are much more
readily available. It’s
the traditional free
market question. You
have to go where the
need is. You can try and
force fit it, but I don’t
think that pays off very
well.”
For those in less
needed fields, Chizever
still believes that typically less needed fields,
like the humanities, are
needed elsewhere, just
maybe not in the Dayton area.
“If you have a history or language degree, there are real
opportunities for those
things, but you have
to be wise and shrewd
about how you pursue
them,” Chizever said.
“You may have a passion that has a niche,
but it’s not here. You
might have to move to
one coast or the other,
or down south or even
abroad. We’re all gifted
in some way, and we’re
all going to pursue that
passion. There is definitely a place to exercise your niche, you
just have to find it.”

News

Safety of WSU law
enforcement addressed

Cortney Veneman
Editorial Intern
veneman.3@wright.edu

Multiple
police
shootings around the
country leave the public worried for the safety of police officers.
The deaths of law
enforcement
have
spiked 78 percent
this year compared
to 2015. However, according to the National
Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund
(NLEOMF), the number of firearm related
deaths amongst law
enforcement are lower
than previous decades.
The NLEOMF releases mid-year reports to
track these statistics.
Due to recent shootings targeting law enforcement in Dallas
and Baton Rouge, the
period was extended
to include these events.
From the beginning of
this year through July
26, thirty-three deaths
have been reported of
law enforcement.
Looking
at
these statistics, it is a
sharp increase from
last year. The report
from 2015 reported
eighteen deaths of police officers, including
three that are considered ambush attacks.
“That’s
a
very
alarming, shocking in-

crease in the number
of officers who are being literally assassinated because of the uniform they wear and the
job that they do,” Craig
W. Floyd said to Fox
News, a leader of the
NLEOMF.
With national shootings at the forefront
of the media, is the
Wright State police department also at risk?
Sgt. Patrick Ammon,
having served 13 years
in the WSU police department, does not feel
unsafe despite the recent increased shootings amongst law enforcement.
“We do a job that is
not safe daily,” Ammon
said. “We know that
bad things can happen
to us when we get into
this profession. We
stay alert and focused
on the objective, which
is to keep the community safe. In the end,
we want to go home to
our families, so we stay
alert at all times.”
To be prepared for
any situation, the campus police department
engages in special
training equipping officers to be alert. State
protocol mandates that
during an emergency

situation, Wright State
police offers should
“initiate mutual aide
where and when it is
needed.”
According to
Chief David Finnie of
the WSU police force,
Finnie
contributes
these recent police fatalities to miscommunication between law
and enforcement and
the community.
Precautionary measures have been taken
to ensure the safety of
law enforcement on
campus.
Finnie encourages
his team to be, “mindful of their safety and
to back each other up
when responding to
calls on campus.”
In addition, the
Communication Center
operators will be more
mindful of initiating
more frequent safety
checks on the police
officers that are dispatched to a call.
The WSU police department is committed
to ensuring a safe community for everyone,
including for law enforcement.

CaTS offers cheap tech services
for WSU students

Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

Being a college student requires technology, and often technology is accompanied
with high prices. However, the Computer and
Telecommunication
Services department
at WSU has number of
free services that will
save students a little
cash.
One service is Office
365 for Education, according to Email and
Collaboration Administrator Patricia Vendt.
“That’s the program
we’re in which provides a multitude of
services at no cost to
institutions like WSU
for faculty, staff and
students,” Vendt said.
“The primary goal initially was for email
and calendar, then Microsoft added the Office platform as well.
It includes skype and
a variety of other services as well.While you
are still a student, you
can access PowerPoint,
Word, Excel and install
those on five computers, five phones and
five tablets. So all together you can use Office 365 on a total of 15
devices, which is really
good.”
Another service included in Office 365 is

Sway, which is a PowerPoint alternative that
provides users with a
new way to build presentations, and OneDrive, a service that
allows students to
upload files and have
other students edit and
collaborate on them
simultaneously for use
on group projects.
Students that are
unfamiliar with these
software programs and
more can access Atomic Learning, which
contains thousands of
short tutorial videos
on specific topics regarding software from
Microsoft, Adobe and
more, according to
Director of Client Services, Kenneth Coon.
“It’s a fantastic service for new students
who are just coming
in that may not have
the experience with
PowerPoint, Excel or
Word,” Coon said. “It’s
a great, quick way to
learn some of the simple tasks that you’re
going to have to know
anyways.”
Students
looking
to purchase software
can do so at a discount
through CaTS. According to End User Support Specialist Brenda
Shafner, students can
login with their campus
infromation at wright.
onthehub.com to order

software at cheaper
prices than most can
find elsewhere.
“Let’s say that you
wanted to buy Windows 10,” Shafner said.
“Windows is going to
cost $99. You can get it
for $9.95 at on the hub.
It’s a download instead
of a CD, but it gives you
a license code that’s
yours forever.”
At Home Base, students can get their laptops fixed at low to no
cost. Any service done
to a computer will not
cost anything, unless
hardware needs replaced, then students
will be charged a nominal fee.
Students
without
access to computers
can utilize one of the
computer labs on campus as well as check out
a laptop to use for four
hours at Laptops2Go.
When students check
out a laptop they can
take the laptop with
them anywhere on
campus at no charge.
More information
about these services
can be found online at
wright.edu/information-technology. Students with questions
or feedback about their
services can also stop
by, call or email the
CaTS Help Desk.

cash discount. For a
complete list of participating locations, visit
www.wright.edu/bursar/wright1-card.
Cell Services
Students that are
switching to Sprint can
get a credit for $100
or receive a regular
monthly discount up
to 18 percent. WSU
students specifically
can get a 5 percent discount through AT&T
and employees can get
a 15 percent discount.
Insurance
Car insurance is a
big expense, but if you
are a good student, you
can get discounts from
most insurance pro-

viders. With Allstate,
you can save 20 percent if you have all A’s
and with Geico, if you
have a B average, you
can save money when
you switch providers.
Check with your insurance company to see if
you are eligible for any
discounts.
Movie Theater
How else will you
keep up with new releases? Most movie
theaters have a student discount, like Regal Cinemas near the
mall. Monday through
Thursday, students can
buy a ticket for $11.

Where to find student discounts in Dayton

Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

It takes a lot of
money to get by. Luckily, there are plenty of
businesses that take
pity on our broke wallets. Here are the places where you can get
student discounts.
Food
When using Raidercash, students can get
a 5 percent discount
when using them at
vending machines or
participating off-campus restaurants. Arby’s, Domino’s Pizza
and Hot Head Burritos
all accept the Raider-
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New band of head coaches prep for year
Continued from Page 1
She will be taking over
for Mike Bradbury,
who after having the
most successful tenure in the history of
the women’s program
(104-62 record and a
NCAA tournament appearance), left to take
a coaching position in
New Mexico.
Merriweather
is
aware and was a part
of these successes as
an assistant under
Bradbury but she isn’t
worried about rebuilding to continue the
team’s success. She’s
expecting to get all her
players on the same
page while constantly
improving.
“My goal as a coach
is to make sure that
whatever we decide to
do, our kids buy into
it. They have proven
and shown that they
are doing that from

the work ethic that
they’ve exhibited over
the summer and their
level of commitment
to getting better in
the weight room and
conditioning and their
individual skill work.
That just gives me a
lot of confidence going
into next year.”
The
university’s
newest baseball coach
also has a role to take
over after having a
team that had an NCAA
tournament appearance and had five players selected in this past
June’s MLB draft.
Jeff Mercer got the
nod to become the
newest head baseball
coach after being an
assistant and a player
for the Raiders.
“It sounds cliché,
but of all the other places I’ve been,
Wright State’s been my
home. The people here
always embraced me
as a player”.

Mercer is also not
afraid to take on the
new responsibilities of
being a first time head
coach. Even under the
pressure of continuing
Coach Lovelady’s success, he plans on keeping most things the
same while still making sure he does some
things his way.
“I’m taking on more
responsibility
and
more of the scheduling. I feel a true drive to
prepare for the upcoming season”.
In another spring
sport, Ray Loeser was
named the new head
softball coach for the
Raiders, and Loeser
seems very excited to
start. Loeser comes in
after coaching the University of Charleston
(WV) to a 50-12 record and advanced to
the Division II College
World Series. In his five
years at the University
of Charleston, Loeser

went 184-84 as their
head coach.
“A lot of things will
be very similar,” Loeser
said. “There are a lot of
things that were done
the right way; you can
tell that by their success, and you can tell
by the chemistry of
the kids they have. So
we’re working those
things and creating
an environment that
is Ray Loeser softball,
Wright State softball,
all of those together.”
The softball team
had some success last
year finishing with a
37-23 record and Loeser plans to build off of
the success of last season. Loeser has a defensive mindset mixed
with a knack for taking
the extra base on offense.
“We’re high intense,
and we like to utilize
our speed to create, so I
call it controlled chaos.
We’re always going to

look for the extra base
and we’ll always try
and make sure we can
steal a base and try and
move runners and try
and score runs,” Loeser
said, “I always build a
program on if you don’t
give up a run you won’t
lose.”
After five seasons
at Charleston, Loeser
expects his stay with
the Raiders to be a very
successful one.
“The
future
is
bright, and the future
with Wright State is
huge. The administration has been great to
work with, and their
vision of the program
matches our vision of
the program. I plan to
be here and create and
see multiple Horizon
League Championships
won,” Loeser said.
As Loeser gets settled in as the new softball coach, hopefully
the controlled chaos he
plans to create works

and
championships
will follow.
Lastly, Rick Williamson has responsibilities at the university
that no other coach has
as he became the head
coach of the women’s
track and cross country teams. Even though
he’s transitioning from
assistant to interim
head coach, he finds a
way to divert his full attention to both sports.
“It’s pretty hectic,”
Williamson said. “Every day you’re learning
something new.”
When it comes to
track and field, Williamson will focus the
teams talents more
on the track side and
less in the field events,
while simultaneously
pushing for improvement for all of his athletes.
“We just want to get
better and keep growing”.

Sports clubs at Will there be
a men’s tennis
Wright State

Wright State hosts
Volleyball Invitational

Blake Sutherland
Sports Writer
Sutherland.21@wright.edu

Cameron Summers
Sports Editor
Summers.43@wright.edu

Sports don’t stop at
the Division I level at
Wright State. Students
can still become involved and stay competitive by trying out
or joining any of the
various club sports
teams the university
has to offer.
Some of the sports
students can participate in is the club
football team, which
competes in the National Club Football Association, cheer for the
football players with
the cheerleading team,
or go on amazing trips
while snowboarding
with the ski and board
club.
As well as being
competitive,
club
sports can give students the opportunity
to make new friends
who share a same liking and passion for the
sport or activity that
they may join. Forrest
Cordova is a Wright
State senior majoring
8

team this year?
Cameron Summers
Sports Editor
Summers.43@wright.edu

Management Information Systems and is the
quarterback for the
club football team. Cordova has had a positive
experience being part
of his team on and even
off the field.
“It helped me have
an outlet. Wright State
is mostly a commuter campus so it was
always nice to have
a group of people to
hang around.”
Cordova is just one
of the many club sports
athletes on campus.
With 18 different clubs
to join there’s something for anybody looking to get involved.
For more information on the clubs, forms,
and contact information visit www.wright.
edu/campus-recreation/intramurals-and-sports-clubs/
club-information.
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The year following a nearly year-long
suspension of Wright
State’s men’s tennis
team has some people
asking if there is even
going to be a team this
year. The misconduct
of nearly the whole
team left only two players eligible to play last
year. So what does this
mean moving into the
2016-17 season?

www.theguardianonline.com

According to Tennis
Coach Eric Burns the
Men’s tennis team has
six new Raiders out of
the eight players on the
roster. The team will be
returning.
“On the men’s side,
we’ve kind of rebuilt
the team, and we have
six newcomers this
year. So we’re not really sure what to expect
to be honest, but we’re
looking to put a good
competitive team together.”

The full list of clubs include:
Badminton
Baseball
Bowling
Cheerleading
Football
Club Golf
Gymnastics
Hockey
Karate
Kick Boxing
Men’s and Women’s Boxing
Ski and Board Club
Slackliners
Men’s and Women’s Soccer
Swimming Squash Club
Ultimate Frisbee
Women’s Volleyball

@wsuguardian

Wright State volleyball opened the season
with the Holiday Inn
Invitational hosted by
Wright State in C.J. Mclin Gymnasium in the
Nutter Center.
In day one in the
first game of the invitational the University
of Dayton defeated the
University of Toledo
3-0 taking the match in
straight sets.
The first game for
the Raiders of Wright
State was against SIU
Edwardsville in which
the Raiders lost the
match 1-3 in four sets.
After taking the first set
the Raiders dropped
three consecutive sets
to lose the match. The
matches went 25-19,
23-25, 21-25 and 2325.
In day two the
Raiders dropped both
matches as the lost to
Toledo 1-3 in their first
match. The sets read
20-25, 25-15, 24-26,
and 20-25. The Raiders

facebook.com/theguardianonline

then lost to the University of Dayton 0-3
in their second match.
The sets read 23-25,
17-25, and 22-25.
While this was a
rough opening weekend for the Raiders The
University of Dayton
came out on top going
3-0 in the Holiday Inn
Invitational.
The University of
Toledo finished the
weekend 2-1 and SIU
Edwardsville finished
1-2 for the Invitational.
The Wright State
volleyball team will be
back in action next Friday, September 2nd,
at the Golden Flashes
Classic in Kent, Ohio.
The first game in the
classic is against Boise State as the Raiders
look to get their first
win of the season.
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Guardian Matchmaker
To submit your romantic inquiries, e-mail wrightstateguardian@gmail.com

Blonde female, 21—To the tall, muscular man
spotted in Dunbar Library on Monday, I have a
feeling we should be very good friends. You were
wearing a Harry Potter shirt. I'll be waiting for
you in the tiny stairwell in the CAC on Friday at
6 p.m.! Come find me!

Female, 18, wearing the pink shorts—Shout
out to the viking in Rike Tuesday morning!
Those long golden locks were meant for me to
run my fingers through. Let's meet up! Find me
in the Hangar for breakfast Saturday morning.
I'll be wearing the pink shorts again!

Male, 22—I didn't know true love was possible
until I spotted you and your guide dog across
the quad. I know we'll never meet. I know our
destinies are taking us on very different paths.
But for that moment when our eyes met, I loved
you.

Male, 23—I saw you at Starbucks, with the boots
and the fur. It was weird, because it was 80 degrees outside, but then you hit the floor and I
asked if you were okay, but you were super rude
and it hurt my feelings. I don’t want to see you
ever again. Just know that you broke a heart that
day, not just your Starbucks tumbler

Alexi, 24—Shoutout to the adorable Pomeranian in the quad. I’ve never seen an animal so
adorable, and it made me start wondering if
perhaps I needed a pet. The dorms don’t allow
them, but I’m looking for a Pomeranian breeder
who will work with me “quietly.” E-mail me at
Alexi.Smith@gmail.com.

Female, 31—You’re an Asian doctorate student,
I know, and I saw you running after a Snorlax
near the ampitheater. How I wished I could join
you! To be by your side, my iPhone in hand,
chasing the ever elusive Pikachu...ah, that would
be my dream. Will you fulfill it?

The Jumble

HOROSCOPES
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)

Taurus (Apr. 21-May 21)
Grab a helmet, because things are about to get
rough. Things aren't going well for you right
now, Taurus, and that's because of your negative attitude. Learn to brighten up, or a dark and
dangerous fate could befall you. Your lucky conversation topic is: Athlete's Foot.

Gemini (May 22-June 21)

A

R

D

Libra (Sep. 24-Oct. 23)

E

Who do you think you are, collecting your jar
of hearts? All hearts should remain in the lab
for disection, not in your backpack. If you do
not return the hearts, you will be kicked out of
Wright State. You have been warned. Your lucky
conversation topic is: Camp.

P

S

A

C

M

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)

O

N

A

S

L

I

R

A

L

P

Look left! Look right! The people sitting around
you will play a large part of your future, but until
then, treat them with caution. You have no idea
what they have in store, especially the girl in the
glasses. Your lucky conversation topic is: Carp.

Dating is difficult for you, Gemini, and that's because you struggle with remaining loyal to one
partner at a time. If you have an active dating
account while you're in a relationship, know that
you will be found out and publicly shamed for Have you been having recurring dreams about
your infidelity. This is a warning from the stars! a chunk of gouda trying to take over the world?
Don't be alarmed, because you aren't alone! The
Your lucky conversation topic is: Siamese cats.
stars have aligned, which means your dreams
will be occupied by dairy until next month. Your
lucky drink is: Margarita.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 23-Dec. 22)

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

Capricorn (Dec. 23-Jan. 20)

You have an adventurous spirit, and more often
than not, you're more interested in hitting the
open road than hitting the books. Learn to curb
your tendency to wander by spending more time
on campus, attending local events and making
friends with those around you. You might find
you have more reasons to stay than you originally thought. Your lucky star is: Sirius.

Looking for romance? Spruce yourself up with a
little blush and hit the town this weekend to find
the partner of your dreams. You'll know you've
found them when they hand you a porcelain figurine of a Persian cat. Let your heart soar! Your
lucky conversation topic is: Dramamine.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 21)

Virgo (Aug. 22- Sep. 23)

Stop what you're doing and text the first person who appears in your contacts under "M."
Your text message should read: "Into the darkness, into the storm, into my heart, I'll keep you
warm." If you do not text this, you will fall into
a hole and break your leg. Your lucky conversation topic is: The use of the word foolhardy.

Obsessed with videos of munchkin cats and
weiner dogs? Yeah, we thought so. Your kind
soul and sweet disposition make it easy for animals to like you, but beware the muscular mastiff on the bottom floor of Oelman. It has its eye
on your juicy calves. Your lucky food this week
is: Asparagus.
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Answers: Read, Camps, Loans, April

Ever seen a muskrat? Well, you're going to this
week, and it will be the most terrifying experience of your life. The only way to avoid this
unkind encounter is to eat two pounds of lemon zest before midnight on September 2. Good
luck, my friend. Your lucky bean is: Lima.

mix it up

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb.19)
Sick of politics? Sick of the way people treat you
for your political views? The stars are here to
help. Stop talking about politics altogether! Instead of letting your opinion be known, keep it
to yourself. People will like you much better for
it. Give it a try! Your lucky conversation topic is:
Daisies and other spring flowers.

Pisces (Feb. 20-Mar.20)
Binge watching "The Office" might sound like a
good idea, and it totally is. Spend your first week
back at school enjoying the foibles of the modern office with your door closed. People will
think you're in class and leave you alone. Ahh,
solitude. Your lucky conversation topic is: Quiet
hours.

Check back next week to read
more horoscopes!
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“Stranger Things” is
out of this world good
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu
“Stranger Things,” a
Netflix original science
fiction series, made its
streaming debut on
July 15. In the span of
a week, it earned a fivestar rating on Netflix
and generated some internet buzz. However,
“Stranger Things” lives
up to the hype.
After the disappearance of young
Will Byers and the appearance of a strange
girl with supernatural
powers, a mystery unfolds in tiny Hawkins,
Indiana involving monsters and government
conspiracies.
From
the
title
screen and on, everything about “Stranger
Things” is drenched in
80’s nostalgia. Music
and movie references
pop up throughout the
plot. The theme mu-

sic consists entirely of
spooky, arpeggiating
synthesizers. Even the
title text is scrawled
out in vintage, neon
lettering fit for a pulp
sci-fi novel found in a
thrift store.
Though at times
heavy handed, the commitment to nostalgia is
endearing. Watching
Will’s friends play Dungeons and Dragons in
the basement reminds
me of playing board
games as a kid.
There is a compelling narrative that
stretches across multiple storylines. Will’s
mother and brother descend deeper into desperation over his disappearance, the young
girl with super powers
tries to hide from the
government agents she
escaped from and the

local police officers and
Will’s young friends
both try to uncover his
whereabouts: all while
a monster from a government laboratory is
on the loose.
Almost every plotline is steeped in
weirdness. “Stranger
Things” sticks heavily
to its genre. If science

fiction or fantasy isn’t
your thing, then you
won’t get much out
of it. Sure, there are
some quality character
development scenes,
but these are so intertwined with the other
parts of the story that it
would be hard to enjoy
it otherwise.
With all this drama,

“Stranger Things” is a
show that doesn’t really take itself too seriously. The kids still
act like kids, and well
too. There are jokes littered throughout each
episode, which adds
a lightness that only
intensifies the other
scarier parts of the
show. It’s by no means

Crossword Puzzle

Across:

4. President of WSU
5. Peninsula state
7. Arrangement of physical features in an area
10. "Fight Club Actor"
12. Powdered green tea
13. Bush Jr.'s wife
15. Green haired villain
17. Author of "Jane Eyre"
19. Lung darts
21. bee product
23. Watercraft
24. Cheese
26. Dreaded full-body aerobic exercise
27. Best day of the week
28. Pack animal from South America

Down:

1. Hoot Hoot
2. Bubbly alcohol
3. Star gymnast
5. Common German male name
6. Capital of Maine
7. Japan's capital
8. Ohio neighbor
9. Disappointing swimmer
11. Can be used to wrap silverware
14. Back rub
16. Yellow creature
18. "Pretty in Pink" actress
20. Sperm's partner
22. Ohio lake
25. Presidential candidate

horror, but a thriller.
All in all, “Stranger
Things” is a television
show that is definitely worth the watch, if
you are into nostalgia
or science fiction. Sadly, there is only one
season available right
now, but more are sure
to be on the way.

